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Venice Arts Gallery presents 
‘En Foco/In Focus: Selected 
Works from the Permanent 
Collection,’ An Official 
Exhibition of Month of 
Photography Los Angeles 
(MOPLA)
LOS ANGELES, CA – (MARCH 25, 2013) 

Opening Reception: Friday, April 5, 2013
6:30pm: Gallery Talk with En Foco Executive 
Director Miriam Romais 
7:00– 10:00pm: Public Opening Reception 

Exhibition Dates: April 5–May 5, 2013

Venice Arts Gallery presents this national traveling exhibition, 
which highlights a plurality of photographic visions from 56 of 
the hundreds of artists that have been affiliated with the New 
York-based nonprofit En Foco over the past four decades. 
Venice Arts is particularly excited to host this exhibition because 
En Foco’s dedication to promoting cultural diversity in the 
field of photography closely mirrors our own mission to foster 
opportunities for underrepresented communities to create and 
share stories through photography, film, and multi-media. This is 
the exhibition’s only Los Angeles stop on its national tour. 

“En Foco/In Focus” is an Official Exhibition of Month of 
Photography Los Angeles and is presented with support from 
the Lucie Foundation.

Since its founding in 1974, En Foco has been dedicated to 
promoting cultural diversity in the field of photography. It has 
nurtured and supported photographers of diverse cultures, 
beginning with Latinos in New York, the focus of its initial 
efforts in the 1970s, and then soon eventually broadening 
its mission to embrace photographers of African, Asian, 
and Native American heritage across the United States. En 
Foco has become recognized in the field of photography 
for its publications, annual New Works fellowship program, 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ABOVE:
DawouD Bey, Young Woman Waiting for the Bus, 
from the series Syracuse, NY, 1985. Courtesy of 
En Foco, Inc. and Dawoud Bey.
RogeR CaBán, Juana, Puerto Rico, 1975. 
Courtesy of En Foco, Inc. and Roger Cabán.



workshops, and exhibitions. Much less known is a collection 
that it has amassed of works by many of the photographers 
who have taken part in its programs. The collection is now 
comprised of nearly 700 prints dating largely from the 1970s 
to the present day, encompassing not only a plurality of voices 
but also subject matter, photographic approaches, and points 
of view. This collection—representing images and artists that are 
largely absent from published surveys of photography, museum 
collections, and academic curricula in the field—can be seen as 
rich evidence of a parallel history of recent photography.

Venice Arts will welcome En Foco Executive Director Miriam 
Romais for a gallery talk preceeding the public opening 
reception on April 5th. A publication accompanies the exhibition 
and will be available at the opening. Both programs are free of 
charge. 

Several other free public programs will 
take place during the exhibition:

Crusade for Collecting Talk with Gallery 
Owner Jennifer Schwartz
Monday, April 8, 2013, 7:30pm
Jennifer Schwartz, owner of Jennifer Schwartz Gallery in Atlanta 
and the online photography project, The Ten, will talk about her 
Crusade for Collecting – her mission to cultivate a new crop of 
art lovers, patrons, and collectors. Jennifer will speak about the 
genesis of her Crusade and the ways individual artists can use 
the same thought principles to build audiences for their work.  
From developing unique programming at her gallery to working 
with photographers to build their own collector base to driving 
a 1977 VW bus (affectionately named Lady Blue) around the 
country to bring art to the people, Schwartz’s Crusade is one 
you want to know about.  Catch her and Lady Blue on their Los 
Angeles tour stop at Venice Arts on Monday, April 8th for her 
talk, and on Abbot Kinney Blvd. on Saturday, April 6th for a pop-
up art shop.

ABOVE:
Sama alShaiBi, Target Practice, from the series 
Birthright, 2004. Courtesy of En Foco, Inc. and 
Sama Alshaibi.
KenRo izu, Pyramid of the Magician, Uxmal, 
Mexico, 1981. Courtesy of En Foco, Inc. and 
Kenro Izu.
DulCe Pinzón, Catwoman, from the series The 
Real Story of the Superheroes, 2004–10. 
Courtesy of En Foco, Inc. and Dulce Pinzón.
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First Looks Work-in-Progress Screening 
Series: Thursday, April 25, 2013
7:00pm reception, 7:30 film screening
A Collaboration of the International 
Documentary Association and Venice Arts

First Looks is a new, quarterly collaboration between Venice 
Arts and the International Documentary Association. The 
program offers the public and members of the film community 
advance access to new documentaries in progress, and the 
opportunity to participate in behind-the-scenes conversations 
with filmmakers and creators. Sponsored in part by 
FootageBank.

About Venice Arts
Venice Arts runs education and 
mentoring programs in documentary 
photography, filmmaking, and multimedia 
primarily targeting Los Angeles area 
low-income youth. Venice Arts also 
implements regional, statewide, 
and international projects with both 
adults and children; runs the Institute for Photographic 
Empowerment, a collaboration with the USC Annenberg School 
for Communication and Journalism; presents exhibitions, 
public programs, and workshops for adults centered around 
documentary photography and film at the Venice Arts 
Gallery; and consults on media arts, visual storytelling, and 
arts education with organizations and groups locally and 
internationally.

This year Venice Arts celebrates its 20th anniversary with 
over 20 public events, including film screenings, workshops, 
exhibitions, and more, culminating in our 20th Anniversary 
Spectacular: Gala & Exhibition on November 2, 2013, 5–8pm. 
To find out more about Venice Arts, visit www.venicearts.org.

This nationally traveling exhibition has been organized by En Foco, a not-for-profit 
organization that nurtures and supports contemporary fine art and documentary 
photographers of diverse cultures, primarily US residents of Latino, African, Asian, and 
Native American heritage. www.enfoco.org 
En Foco/In Focus is funded in part with support from the National Endowment for the 
Arts, the Nathan Cummings Foundation, the Elizabeth Firestone Graham Foundation, 
the Bronx Council on the Arts, Archival Methods, Canson Infinity, Light Work, En Foco 
friends and supporters. Its presentation at Venice Arts Gallery is supported by Month of 
Photography Los Angeles and the Lucie Foundation.
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ABOVE:
VeniCe aRtS’ Art Mentoring Program in action
VeniCe aRtS galleRy anD CenteR foR meDia & 
leaRning, located on Lincoln Blvd.


